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Fantasy Football

Gotham City Knights vs. Ima Hindjew

The head coach of the Gotham City Knights, the esteemed Chance Mann, showed no mercy in this thorough

beatdown of the incompetent Ima Hindjew squad. It was a wire to wire victory that ended with the entire team

collectively Verb - Present ends in ING in the locker room while playing with their favorite Noun . It

was highly Adjective to everyone involved.

Classic XI vs. Shaw's Laws of Winning

The high scorers of the past two weeks faced off in what was sure to be a battle of the Noun - Plural .

However, fans were treated to a Adjective match that left everyone in the crowd Verb - Present ends 

in ING . The fans resorted to throwing massive amounts of Noun - Plural onto the field to show their

displeasure. One particularly large Noun hit the losing coach, Joey Shaw, squarely in the back of the

head. It added insult to injury as his team eventually fell to the last place team, the Classic XI.

Ruk's Megatron's vs. Metta World Haters

In what was simultaneously the best and worst game of the week, the two squads who are a sorry collection of

Noun - Plural ,



both tried as hard as they could to lose. However, Ruk's Megatrons finally surged to life and decided that they

wanted to win. After the game, Djnve Efvvn, the coach of the Metta World Haters, remarked that he was

absolutely stunned by the result. He said, "The only thing that will get me through this is to go home and have a

long session with my favorite Noun . It always Verb - Present ends in S me."

They Call Me Big Daddy vs. Louisville Avengers

The unquestionable Noun - Plural of the league, They Call Me Big Daddy, took down the former first

place team, the Louisville Avengers. This stunning event wasn't even close as within minutes as the coach of

TCMBD, Jay Patel, unearthed his secret weapon, his massive Noun , and Adverb beat them

within an inch of their lives. This Adjective beatdown left Michael Frankart, the head coach of the

Louisville Avengers Verb - Present ends in ING his name, Big Daddy, over and over again.
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